Discoveries
THE BEST IN STYLE + DESIGN

SOFT LANDING

These fringed throws by Alicia Adams Alpaca are woven from fleece harvested at the designer's farm in New York's Hudson Valley, where she and her young family raise a herd of some 200 Suri alpacas. Shown in shades of blue, the throws come in 37 solid and herringbone colors. $385 each at the Silver Peacock;thesilverpeacock.com, 212-426-3510.
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1 Warp & Weft’s Kia Sar collection of floor coverings includes this flat-weave rug, handmade by Iranian artisans. It measures 10’ x 13’ and features a striped pattern modeled after regional motifs. To the trade; warpanwefit.com, 212-481-4949

2 The Campbell bench by Jayson Home & Garden combines a sinuous Belgian-inspired frame of bleached oak with a seat and back upholstered in yellow silk. It measures 90” l. x 14” h. x 36” d. $2,995; jaysonhomeandgarden.com, 800-472-1885

3 The curved, crisscross legs of this chair by Lee Industries elegantly echo the arc of its tufted body. Shown in leather, it is also available in standard fabrics on c.o.m. From $938; leeiindustries.com, 800-892-7150

4 Slatted sides and a trapezoidal silhouette distinguish this étagère by Juan Montoya for Century Icons. It comes in more than 50 finishes (such as espresso, shown) and stands 55” high. To the trade; centuryfurniture.com, 212-479-0007

5 Marco Biregò’s Africa necklace nods to that continent’s artisanal traditions with concentric rings of 18K yellow-gold beads. The longest strand measures 18 inches. $28,600 at Sales Fifth Avenue, sales.com, 877-551-7257→